
MIDDLEMARCH by George Eliot   
Questions for Pleasures of Reading  for 19 April 2021  
  
If you haven’t read the whole novel, there are Questions on set Chapters that we can 
focus on : Chapters 1, 2, 9, 15, 19 to 22 Rome honeymoon, 23, 25, 27, 32, 40, 46,51 ,61, 
67, 71 ,73 and the Finale .  
  

1.     What is your favourite among the many comments on MARRIAGE offered in the 
novel ? What happens to Dorothea (in Ch.19 to 22 on the Rome honeymoon) that  
leads to her misgivings about her marriage? 

2.     What do different characters’ views of Mr Casuabon and each other reveal about 
THEMSELVES ?  Do your FIRST IMPRESSIONS  in Ch 9 change on Will Ladislaw? Dr 
Lydgate Ch 15 ? Fred  Ch 23 ,25 and Rosamund Ch 27  and  Mary Ch 25 ? What 
similarities Ch 1,9 exist between Dorothea and Celia?

3.     Critical opinion is divided on Will LADISLAW. Is he a failure or an upright dreamer? 
What has he learnt?  Has anyone learnt anything by the end of the novel?  Are Fred and 
Mary more deserving or luckier than most because of their genes? ( as neuroscientist  
Hannah  Critchlow 2019  posits in THE SCIENCE OF FATE ). To what extent is 
Dorothea’s brain responsible for her fate ? Was Eliot ahead of her time? 

4.     Chapter 32.  What did you think of think of the PROBABILITIES among the blood 
relations waiting for Mr Featherstone’s WILL ?  And his own rage “where there’s a last 
illness and property….”.What are the effects of wealth and poverty in the novel ?  How 
does Casaubon’s CODICIL affect Dorothea?  

5.     Why do you think the opening paragraph of Chapter 27 is famous for its PARABLE 
of the pier glass in helping explain the novel’s STRUCTURE and ideas?  Do you feel 
that the narrator’s commentary and use of ‘we’ and ‘you’ draw you into the novel and 
steer your opinions as you read? What of her occasional use of first person ‘I ‘and ‘me’? 
Do you think the way Eliot messes with chronology helps to change the reader‘s point of 
view ?  

 6.     Comment on the role of GAMBLING  in the novel Ch 67. Who are tempted? How 
does Eliot use the name Raffles and rumours of a murder mystery to fix the tangled plot 
web?

7.     Comment on Margaret Drabble’s words: Eliot’s fault as a novelist lies not in her 
intellectuality and didactism but in her “ daydreaming SELF-INDULGENCE “ of an 
impossibly beautiful and good Dorothea? Why do you think Virginia Woolf wrote  that 
MIDDLEMARCH  is a novel "for grown-up people “? Is Dorothea a later-born St 
Theresa?

8.     Are most of the EPIGRAPHS  (excluding the 9 from Shakespeare) too obscure?  
Or do they illuminate events , as in  Ch 2 Cervantes epigraph , who is the most quixotic 
character ? When can we as readers decide this ? 

9.     When you read the comic Chapter 51, how do you think electoral REFORM can 
ever be achieved (not only in 1832)? Or pocket boroughs( today’s  redistributions) 
 accepted Ch 46? Are there lessons for DEMOCRACY and the current environment 
from Middlemarch community protests against trains and cholera control ; and in the 
value placed in Ch 2, 56 and 40 on farm work and land use? Do you see signs of class 



mobility, as the web of social life lets characters move easily from one section to 
another? (unlike in Dickens??)  

10. RELIGION.Are there any contemporary resemblances to Mr Bulstrode‘s ability to 
reconcile his religious activity and  his immoral trade with the scheme of salvation? Is 
memory sharpened when two distinct lives are judged after 30 years? Ch 61.How does 
Eliot  treat Dissenters, Papists ,dogma and science Ch 73? 

 11. Have you a favourite Eliot figure of speech using ANIMALS -- elephant, beak 
and   talons, giraffe, spiders, dog, reptiles ,wild animal prey…?

 12. In 2 or 3 words describe the TONE of the Finale. Many suggest it is rewarding to 
 read  the final  sentence aloud.

  
Read this extra opinion if you have time: A great intellect destroyed by a silly woman 
Neal Ascherson in INDEPENDENT https://www.independent.co.uk/voices/the-truth-about-

casaubon-a-great-intellect-destroyed-by-a-silly-woman-1395385.html 

Saturday 22 October 2011 22:07 

Mr Casaubon is hard done by. George Eliot, followed by her television adaptors, treats 
him cruelly. With his sallowness and his warts, his advanced age ('a great bladder for 
dried peas to rattle in,' said Mrs Cadwallader), his pedantic manner and his shrivelled 
sexuality, Edward Casaubon is contrasted to Dorothea, darling of the story. She is all 
freshness and eagerness, the young wife overflowing with generosity, valiant among the 
bookworms. He is no more than her mistake. And before she is irretrievably blighted, he 
does her the favour of snuffing it. 

But this is only George Eliot's view. Casaubon, I suggest, was on his way to become one 
of the towering, universal geniuses of the 19th century - a giant to be ranked with Darwin 
and Marx - when he became entangled with Dorothea.  

Edward Casaubon, had he lived and had he been allowed to get on with it by Dorothea, 
would have built a direct bridge between the Enlightenment and the 20th- century 
understanding of human development. 
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